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INTRODUCTION 
The notion of quotient and localization of abelian categories by dense 
subcategories (i.e., Serre classes) was introduced by Gabriel, and plays an 
important role in ring theory [6, 131. The notion of triangulated categories 
was introduced by Grothendieck and developed by Verdier [9, 16) and is 
recently useful in representation theory [8,4, 143. The quotient of tri- 
angulated categories by epaisse subcategories is constructed in [16]. Both 
quotients were indicated by Grothendieck, and they resemble each other. 
In this paper, we will consider triangulated categories and derived 
categories from the point of view of localization of abelian categories. 
Verdier gave a condition which is equivalent to the one that a quotient 
functor has a right adjoint, and considered a relation between tpaisse sub- 
categories [16]. We show that localization of triangulated categories is 
similarly defined, and have a relation between localizations and Cpaisse 
subcategories. Beilinson, Bernstein, and Deligne introduced the notion of 
t-structure which is similar to torsion theory in abelian categories [2]. We, 
in particular, consider a stable t-structure, which is an epaisse subcategory, 
and deal with a correspondence between localizations of triangulated 
categories and stable r-structures. And then recollement, in the sense of 
[2], is equivalent to bilocalization. Next, we show that quotient and 
localization of abelian categories induce quotient and localization of its 
derived categories. 
In Section 1, we recall standard notations and terminologies of quotient 
and localization of abelian categories. In Section 2, we define localization of 
triangulated categories, and consider a relation between localizations and 
stable r-structures (Theorem 2.6). In Section 3, we show that if A + A/C is 
a quotient of abelian categories, then D*(A) -+ D*(A/C) is a quotient of 
triangulated categories, where * = + , -, or b (Theorem 3.2). Moreover, 
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under some conditions, if A --f ‘4,/C is a localization of triangulated 
categories. 
In Section 4, we study quotient and localization of derived categories of 
modules by using similar module to tilting modules with finite projective 
dimension [4, 1 I] (Propositions 4.2 and 4.3). In Section 5, we apply 
Section 4 to the situation of module categories of finite dimensional 
algebras over a fixed field k and by calculating the Grothendieck groups we 
give a bound to the number of non-isomorphic indecomposable modules 
which are direct summands of such a module (Propositions 5.1, 5.2, 
Corollaries 5.5, 5.7, and 5.8). And we consider relations between localiza- 
tions and ring epimorphisms (Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4). Finally, 
in connection with recollement of derived categories of modules which 
was introduced by Cline, Parshall, and Scott [S, 123, we consider 
relations between localizations and idempotent ideals (Proposition 5.9, 
Theorem 5.10, and Corollary 5.11). 
Throughout this note, we assume that all categories are skeletally small. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be an abelian category. A full subcategory C of A is called dense 
if for every exact sequence 0 + X -+ Y + 2 + 0 in A, the following condi- 
tion holds: X, ZE C if and only if YE C. We denote by 4(C) the set 
of morphisms f such that Ker f and Cokerf are in C. Then d(C) is a 
multiplicative system. And then C is an abelian category and the 
quotient category A/C is defined. In this case, we will say that 
0 --i C + A 4 A/C -+ 0 is exact. The right adjoint of Q is called a section 
functor. If there exists a section functor S, {A/C; Q, S} is called a localiza- 
tion of A. In this case, C is called a localizing subcategory of A. Then S is 
fully faithful. On the other hand, if T: A + B is an exact functor between 
abelian categories which has a fully faithful right adjoint S: B -+ A, then 
Ker T is a localizing subcategory of A, and T induces an equivalence 
between A/Ker T and B. Colocalization of C is also defined, and similar 
results hold [6, 131. We apply these ideas to triangulated categories in the 
next section. 
2. LOCALIZATION OF TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES 
Given two triangulated categories D and D’, a grade functor from D to 
D’ is an additive functor F: D + D’ and an isomorphism @: FT+ T’F, 
where T and T’ are the translation functors of D and D’, respectively. A 
grade functor (F, @) is called a d-functor if for every distinguished triangle 
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(X, Y, 2, II, v, ,v) in D, (X, Y, Z, Fu, Fu, @x0 Fw) is distinguished in D’ (we 
often simply write F unless it confounds us) [9, I, Sect. 1; 16, I, Sect. 1, 
No. 11. If F has a right or left adjoint G, then G is a S-functor, also [ 10, 
1.6 Proposition]. 
A subcategory U of D is called Cpaisse if U is a full triangulated sub- 
category and if U satisfies the following condition: For any f: X -+ Y, which 
factors through an object in U and which has a mapping cone in C, X and 
Y are objects in U. We denote by d(U) the set of morphismsfwhich is con- 
tained in a distinguished triangle (X, Y, Z, f; g, h) where Z is an object 
of U. Then d(U) is a multiplicative system which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(FR-1) s E 4(U) if and only if Ts E 4(U), where T is the translation 
functor. 
(FR-2) Given distinguished triangles (X y, z 4 u, H’), 
(XII, Y’, Z’, u’, u’, w’), if f and g are morphisms in d(U) such that 
u’J~= gau, then there exists a morphism h in b(U) such that (f; g, h) is 
a morphism of distinguished triangles (see [ 16, I, Sect. 2, No. l] for 
details). 
And the quotient category D/U is defined. In this case, we will say that 
0 + UK’ De, D/U + 0 is exact (see [2, 1.4.4; 16, I, Sect. 2, No. 33 for 
details. 
LEMMA 2.1 (cf. [16, 5-3 Proposition]). Let D be a triangulated 
category, U a kpaisse subcategory of D, and Q: D + D/U a natural quotient. 
For A4 ED, the following are equivalent. 
(a) For every f: x+ YE&U), Hom(f, M): Hom,( Y, M) -+ 
Hom,(X, M) is bijectiue. 
(b) Hom,( U, M) = 0. 
(c) For every XE D, Q(X, M): Hom,(X, M) --, Hom,,,(QX, QM) is 
bijectiue. 
Proof (a)*(b). For every object U E U, 0 + U A U + is a 
distinguished triangle. Then 0 = HornJO, M) h Hom,( U, M). 
(b) + (c). Every morphism of Hom.,,(QX, QM) is represented by a 
diagram 
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where s contained in a distinguished triangle U + X’ + X 4 with U E U. 
Then there exists f': X + M in A such that f = f' 0 s, because 
Hom,( U, M) = 0. Hence Q(X, M) is surjective. If a morphism g: X + A4 
satisfies that there exist a morphism S: X’ -+ X. where s is contained in a 
distinguished triangle U L Xl--‘-r XA with U E U, such that gns = 0, 
then there exist 1.4: U[ 1 ] + M such that g = u z t. Therefore g = 0, because 
u E Hom.( U, M) = 0. Hence Q(X, M) is injective. 
(c) 3 (a). Let f: X + Y be a morphism in c$( U). Then we have the 
commutative diagram 
HomA K Ml Hom(/.MI l Hom,(X M) 
QlY.M) 
I I 
QI A’. M) 
HomD,u(QK QW ~om(e/. HowdQX QW 
According to (c), Q( X, M) and Q( Y, M) are bijective. Because QU = 0, 
Hom(Qf, QM) is bijective. Hence Hom(f, M) is bijective. 
An object M is called U-closed if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of 
Lemma 2.1 [ 16, 5-41. Let 0 + U * D -% D/U + 0 be an exact sequence 
of triangulated categories. The right adjoint of Q is called a section functor. 
If there exists a section functor S, then {D/U; Q, S> is called a localization 
of D, and 0 + U 3 D -% D/U + 0 is called localization exact. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every object VE D/U, SV is U-closed. 
Proof: For every f: X -+ YE $( U), we have a commutative diagram 
Hom,( y, ,CjV) Hom((. Hom,( X, SV) 
i 0 
Hommu(QY, V) HE Hom.dQX, V). 
Therefore Hom(f, SV) is an isomorphism. By Lemma 2.1, SV is U-closed. 
Let @: QS -+ 1 ,-,iu and Y: 1 D + SQ be adjunction arrows. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (D/U; Q, S} be a localization of D. 
(a) @ is an isomorphism (i.e., S is fully faithful). 
(b) For every object XE D, the distinguished triangle U -+ 
X -% SQX --r satisfies that U is in U. 
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ProoJ: (a) For every XE D and YE D/U, we have a commutative 
diagram 
Hom.(X, SY) Horn&‘, SY) 
Q(X.SYJ 
I II 
Hom,..(QX QW ~om(ax HomdQX Y) 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, Q(X, SY) is an isomorphism. Then Hom(QX, Gy) 
is an isomorphism. For any ZE D/U, there exists XE D such that Z _v QX. 
Hence @ is an isomorphism. 
(b) I&s&ices to %tw that for any XE D, QPu, is an isomorphism. 
BY QJ’ + QSQX - QX= 1 QX, QYX is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let MED. Then M is U-closed if and only if 
M 2 SQM. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let D and E be triangulated categories, T: D + E a 
a-fimor which has a fully faithful right adjoint S: E + D. Then T induces an 
equivalence between DIKer T and E. In particular, 0 --, Ker T + D 2 E -+ 0 
is localization exact. 
ProojY Consider Q: D -+ D/Ker T, then by the universal property of Q 
we have a commutative diagram 
DrE 
7 
\/ 
Q' R 
D/Ker T 
If f: A’-+ Y is a morphism in D, then Tf is an isomorphism if and only if 
w  is an isomorphism. For every object ME D, TM+ TSTM is an 
isomorphism, then QM+ QSTM is an isomorphism. Therefore Q + QST 
is an isomorphism. By the universal property of Q and QST = QSRQ, 
1 D,Ker T z QSR. Next, RQS = TS ‘v 1 E. Hence R is an equivalence. 
Let U and V be full subcategories of D such that: (a) CT and Vare stable 
for translations; (b) Hom,(U, V) = 0; (c) For every XE D, there exists a 
distinguished triangle (U, X, I’) with U E U and VE V. Then U and V 
are Cpaisse subcategories of D, and (U, V) is t-structure in the sense of 
Beilinson, Bernstein, and Deligne [2, 1.31. We will call (U, V) a stable 
t-structure. Moreover, there exist exact sequences 0 + U 3 D -% V -+ 0 
and 0 + V & D % U + 0 such that Q is the left adjoint of R and that Q’ 
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is the right adjoint of K, where K and R are natural inclusions (see [2, 1.4.41 
for details). Namely. { I;‘; Q. R 1 is a localization of D, and ( U; K, Q’ } is a 
colocalization of D. By Theorem 2.5 and [ 16, 6-6 Proposition]. and their 
duals, D/U is a localization of D if and only if U is a colocalization of D, 
and D/U is a colocalization of D if and only if U is a localization of D. 
By [2, 1.4.81, we know that recollement, in the sense of [2. 1.4.33, is 
equivalent to bilocalization. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let D be a triangulated category. If { V; Q, R} is a 
localization of D, then R is fully faithful, and (KU, RV) is a stable t-struc- 
ture, where U = Ker Q and K is a natural inclusion. Conversely, if (U, V) is 
a stable t-structure in D, then a natural inclusion R: V + D has a left udjoint 
Q such that {V; Q, R} is a localization. 
Proof Let { V; Q, R’, be a localization of D. Then, by 
Hom,(KU, RV) 5 Hom,(QKU, V) = 0 and Proposition 2.3, it is clear that 
R is fully faithful and (KU, R V) is a stable t-structure, The converse version 
is true by the above. 
We have the same result of Cline, Parshall, and Scott [S, Sect. 1, 
Theorem 1.11 under the weak conditions. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let F: D -+ E be a ii-functor of triangulated categories. 
Assume that F has a fully faithful right (resp., left) adjoint G: E--t D. If F 
has a left (resp., right) adjoint H: E + D, then H is a fully faithful a-functor. 
In this case, (Ker F, D, E) is a recollement. 
Proof According to Theorem 2.5, Proposition 2.3, Proposition 2.6, and 
their duals, it is clear. 
3. LOCALIZATION OF DERIVED CATEGORIES 
Let A be an additive category, K(A) a homotopy category of A, and 
K+(A), K-(A) and Kb(A ) full subcategories of K(A) generated by the 
bounded below complexes, the bounded above complexes, and the bounded 
complexes, respectively. For an abelian category A, a derived category 
D(A) (resp., D’(A), D-(A), and Db(A)) of A is a quotient of K(A) (resp., 
K + (A), K - (A ), and Kh( A)) by a multiplicative set of quasi-isomorphisms. 
Then K*(A) and D*(A) are triangulated categories, where * = nothing, + , 
-3 or b [9, 161. In general, we denote by K*(A) a localizing subcategory 
of K(A) (i.e., K*(A) is a full triangulated subcategory of K(A) and 
D*(A) -+ D(A) is a fully faithful a-functor, where D*(A) is a quotient of 
K*(A) by a multiplicative set of quasi-isomorphisms) [9, I, Sect. 5; 16, II, 
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Sect. 1, No. 11. For a thick abelian subcategory C of A (i.e., C is extension 
closed in A), we denote by DE(A) a full subcategory of D*(A) generated 
by complexes of which all homologies are in C [9, I, Sect. 41. 
Let a(D*(A), D(B)) be a category of d-functors from D*(A) to D(B) and 
Homp(F, G) the set of morphisms from F to G for F, GE~(D*(A), D(B)). 
Given a &functor F: K*(A) -+ K(B), we obtain a right derived functor 
R*F: D*(A) -P D(B) when there exists an object R*F in d(D*(A), D(B)) 
such that Hom,(R*F,?)zHom,(Q;oF,?~Q,), where Q;:K*(A)+D*(A), 
QB: K(B) --) D(B) are natural quotients, [9, I, Sect. 5; 16, I, Sect. 21. When 
R+F: D’(A) + D(B) exists, we say F has right homological dimension 5 n 
on A if R’F(X) = 0 for all XE A and for all i> n [9, I, Sect. 5; 16, I, Sect. 2, 
No. 21. And an object X in A is called a right F-acyclic object if R’F(X) = 0 
for all i > 0. We also denote by R*F a right derived functor of an induced 
&functor from F: A -+ B. 
Let F: A --) B be a left exact additive functor between abelian categories. 
If A has enough injectives, and F has finite right homological dimension on 
A, then RF, R-F, and RbF exist, and RFJ,.(,4, 2: R*F, and moreover, R*F 
has image in D*(B), where * = + , - , or b [9, I, Sect. 51. We often denote 
by R **#F, R*F[ ,,x(A) when D#(A) is a full subcategory of D*(A). On the 
other hand, if A and B have enough injectives and projectives, respectively, 
and if the derived functor R+,‘FI Db(A) -+ D(B) has image in Db(B) and 
R+.b~ Db(A) + Db(B) has a left adjoint, then F has a left adjoint G: B + A 
and the derived functor L-m*bG: Db(B) -+ D(A) has image in Db(A), and 
which is the left adjoint of R+3bF [4, (3.1) Lemma]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D and E be triangulated categories and F D --f E a 
d-fun&r. Consider the commutative diagram 
DfE 
\/ 
Q F’ 
D/Ker F 
If F’ is full dense, then F’ is an equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 0 + C-r A p. A/C -+ 0 be an exact sequence of 
abelian categories. Then 0 -+ D:(A) --) D*(A) % D*(A/C) --, 0 is an exact 
sequence of triangulated categories, where * = + , - , or b. 
Proof According to Ker Q* = D:(A) and Lemma 3.1, it s&ices to 
show that the induced d-functor Q’*: D*(A)/Dr(A) -+ D*(A/C) is full 
dense. 
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(I). The cuse qf. * = b. (i) Q’” is clense. Let X’: . .. -+ 0 -+ 
3 ,I x-” - x ,I + I I’-‘+ wtl ) .,. x” + 0 -9 . . . be a complex in 
@‘(A/C’). Then X’ is represented by a diagram in A: 
where SUE d(C) for all i. By induction on i, we have the following 
commutative diagram in A: 
d’, 
x”-~’ - X”- i+ I 
1 -I 
I i 
J’-,+ I 
xr i 
d_, x-‘+I, 
and we have s’Pi=s~iotPi~4(C) and d’~,+,~d’~,=O for all i. Indeed, it is 
clear in case of ih 1 by taking X”Pif, :=X’-‘+‘, XV-‘:= X-‘, 
S-if 1 .- lXWfl, t.mi:= l,-,, and d’Ii:=dei. Next, by the property of a 
multiplicative system, we have the following commutative diagram in A: 
where sTi-,~q5(C). Since d-i~&-,=O, there exists tYi_,1X”-‘-‘+ 
y-i-1 such that s~,~,os’~~;~,o~‘~~~,E~(C) and Li+ * dd’LiO 
d”i-,~t’_,+,=O. Then there exists t~i~,:X~~‘~‘~X”‘~i~‘~~(C) such 
that d’i~d’i~,,~r’-i_,or’~i~,=O. Let, r~i~~,:=~‘li~,~rl~i~,~r’ll~,, 
d’-,+, :=d’L-,~r’ei_,~r’!~ip,, A_, :=sm~ip,,;rpi-,. Then we have the 
following commutative diagram in A: 
xapi-- ’ 
d’-,-, 
- X”-’ 
and we have S’Pi-,=S-i-,“tPi-, Ed and d’-,od’_i~ I=O. It is easy to 
see that X” = (Xai, dj) is a complex in @‘(A) such that QX” ‘v x’, and 
QrbX” E x’. 
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(ii) Qb is full. (a) We first show that for every morphismf: x’ -+ Y 
of complexes in K’(A/C), there exist a complex x” and morphisms 
s’: X” -t Y’ and f’: x” --) Y of complexes in Kb(A ) such that fi Qs’ = QJ 
and Qs’ is an isomorphism in Kb(A/C). By (i), f = (fi): x’ + Y’ is repre- 
sented by the following diagram in A: 
. A o-4 y--" d Y- 
n+l , 
n d-e+1 
ii-, +x0-o 
T 
“0 
X’O 
I 
.f6 
--yy Y0 - 0, 
I 
where si E 4(C) for all i. By induction on i, we have the following 
commutative diagram in A: 
where s’-~E#(C), and we havef-j,xQs’Li= ef’1i and Ki+,oXi=O for all 
i. Indeed, it is clear in case of i 2 0 by taking S’i := S-i, f”i := f’i and 
3Li := BPi. Next, by the property of a multiplicative system, we have the 
following commutative diagram in A: 
where s’!!_ L E d(C). Since f is a morphism of complexes in Cb(A/C), there 
exist (‘_i--l:XNI~~i-14XN”~~i-’ and t_i-,:~--iml-+~-ii-’ such that 
ST- 1 ’ t’L& 1 =S-i- *‘t-i-l E&C) and such that dPi-raf’ -i-,“tL-l= 
fl:iOa:i~,~t’-~i-,. Let ET-, := a’!!-~, 0 t’L_ 1, fY-[ :=fl-jp~“t-i-lr 
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s’:;m, :=.c -t’Y~ ,=s ~, , r~ im ,. r-1. Then we have the following com- 
mutative diagram in ‘4: 
where s’:, _ , E&C) and we havef~~i_,;Qs’~i_,=ef”i-I. Since S’-i+r” 
a’~i~a’~i~,=a~i~J~~i~,.sN~;.~,=O, there exists pi_ I: r-i-1 + 
Xlrr-i-lg&C) such that Z’ei,3aT,P, ;t”;-,=O. Let a’?-, :=8’~,-,~ 
rlli--,fNI~,:=fl~i~,if’l,~L, s’~~..~,:=s’I~~,u~‘(.~~,. Then we have the 
following commutative diagram in A: 
where s’! i , E b(C), and we have fP,_,;Qs’-iP,=Q~j~, and 
d’- io a’I_, = 0. It is easy to see that X” = (Xni, 8:) is a complex in K’(A) 
and s’ = (~0, f” = (fl’) are morphism in !?(A) such that fc Qs = ef”. 
(b) Any morphism f: x’ + Y’ in D*(A/C) is represented by the 
following diagram in Kb(,4/C): 
‘I 
YX\ f’ 
X y’s 
where t is a quasi-isomorphism. According to (a), it is easy to see that there 
exist morphisms t’: X; + x’ and s: X2 + X, in Kb( A) such that t 0 Qs = Qr’, 
Qs is an isomorphism in Kb(4/C), and Qt’ is a quasi-isomorphism, and 
that there exist morphisms f”: X3 -+ Y’ and s’: X; -+ x’, in P(A) such 
that f’o Qs’= QJ” and Q.s’ is an isomorphism in K’(A/C). We have the 
following morphism of distinguished triangles in K’(4): 
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By QZ’ = 0 in Kb(A/C), r and t” are isomorphisms in Kb(A/C). Then 
Q(t’o t”) is a quasi-isomorphism in Kb(A/C). Taking by the same symbols 
induced morphisms from Kb(A) into Db(A), f 0 r and t’ 0 t” are morphisms 
in Db(A) such that t’o t” E&D:(A)) and f 0 Qb(t’o t”) = f 0 RtoQb(so t”)= 
Rf’ 0 Qb(s’ 0 r) = Qb(f” 0 r), where R: Kb(A/C) --) Db( A/C) is a natural 
quotient. Hence Q’b is full. 
(II). The Case of *=-. Let x’: ... +XPN+XPn+‘+ . . . -+ 
x0-*0--+ . . . be a complex in D-(A/C), and Xi: ... -+0+X-‘-+ 
x-i+’ + ... +xO-bo+ . . . a truncated complex in Db(A/C). Then, by 
(I), there exists a complex Xi. in D’(A) such that si: Q’bX,? 2~ X;.. 
Moreover, for a natural inclusion X;. 4 X; + , , we have a commutative 
diagram 
Q’bX; c. Q’ bX:; , 
Hence Q’-xl’= @Q’bXi* z x’, where X” = lin~Xi.. For any morphism 
f: x’ --+ Y’ in K-(A/C), we have a commutative diagram 
x’- y’. f 
According to (I), there exist a complex Z; and morphisms si: Z; -+X; and 
f,! : X” + Y” of complexes in Kb(A) such that fi 0 Qs,! = Qfi and Qs,! is 
an isomorphism in Kb(A/C). Moreover, for all i, we have the following 
commutative diagram: 
4 /; I - z; 
"r r 
- Y; 
f 
K+l -z;+,- y;+, s;+ I fi*, 
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Then we have f 1 Qs’= QJ’. where Qs’= l&-l Qs; is an isomorphism in 
Kb(A/C) and er’ = b Qf I. As well as (I), Q’- is also full. 
(III). The Case qf * = + . By (I) with the arrows reversed and the dual 
of (II), it is trivial. 
Remark. By the proof of Theorem 3.2, K*(A) J& K*(A/C) is also a 
quotient functor, where * = + , -, or b. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let 0 + C -+ A + A/C -+ 0 be a localization 
{A/C; Q, T) of A. A ssume that AJC has enough injectives. Then 
O+D,‘(A)+D+(A)~D+(A/C)+O is localization exact, that is, 
{D+(A); Q+, R+T} is a localization ofD+(A). 
Proof. For any y’ E D+(A/C), there exists a complex 
I’ = (I’, di) E K+(A/C) where all I’ are injective such that Y’ z I’ in 
D+(A/C). Then, given any X’ED+(A) and YED+(A/C), we have 
Horn 
Since 
D+,AjC,(QfX, Y) = Hom.++,,(Q+X, I’) 2 Hom,+,,,(X’, Tr). 
S is exact and T is the right adjomt of S, TI’ = (TI’, Tdi) is a complex 
in K+(A), where all TI’ are injective. Then we have Hom,+,,JX’, Tr) z 
Horn D+,A)(X’r Q+Y). Then R+T is the right adjoint of Q+. According to 
Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 2.6, we are done. 
4. LOCALIZATION OF DERIVED CATEGORIES OF MODULES 
Equivalences of derived categories of modules were considered in 
[S, 4, 143. For a ring A, we denote by Mod A (resp., mod A) the category 
of right A-modules (resp. finitely presented right A-modules). According 
to Theorem 3.2 for a finitely generated projective A-module P, we have 
0 + D&,&Mod A) + D*(Mod A) % D*(Mod B) -+ 0 is exact, where 
B = End,(P), Q = Hom,(P, ?), and * = + , -, or b. Moreover, Q+ (resp., 
Q- ) is a localization (resp., a colocalization) cf. [S, Proposition 2.11. Let 
T be a right A-module such that: (a) 0 + P, + . . . -+ P, -+ P, + T-0 is 
exact, where all Pi are finitely generated projective; (b) Ext:(T, T)=O 
for any i > 0. Cline, Pasrshall, and Scott showed that 
{D-(Mod B); Lp(?OB T), R- Hom,(T, ?)} is a colocalization of 
D-(Mod A), where B := End,(T), and that if pdim. T< co, then 
{Db(Mod B); Lb(?ae T), Rb Hom,( T, ?)> is a colocalization of 
Db(Mod A) (see [4, (4.2)]). In this section, we consider quotient and 
localization of derived categories of modules categories for rings. 
For a complex Y := (Xi, d;), we define the following truncations [9, I, 
Sect. 71: 
a,,(X): ... +O+Imd,+X”+‘+Xnf2-+ . . . . 
o,,(X): ... +Xnp2-+X”-‘+Kerd,+O+ . . . . 
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For m 5 n, we denote by Dc”~“l (Mod A ) a full subcategory of D”( Mod A ) 
generated by complexes of which homology Hi = 0 (i < m or n < i). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F: C+ D be a a-functor between triangulated categories. 
If there exists a family T of objects in C satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) For every X E C, there exists an object T, E T and a morphism 
TX* . T, + X such that Z belongs to Ker F, where T, -+ X-+ Z -+ is a 
distinguished triangle; 
(b) For X and YE C, there exists a morphism f ‘: T, + Y in C such 
that f 0 Fs y = Ff’ for any f E Hom,( FX, FY); 
(c) For every YE D, there exists an object XE T such that Y 2 FX; 
then O+KerF+C+D+O isexact. 
Proof. It is clear by Lemma 3.1. 
PROFWSITION 4.2. Let T be a right A-module with a finite@ generated 
projective resolution, B := End,( T), and F:= Hom,( T, ?): Mod A --, Mod B. 
Assume that T satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) Exta(T, T)=O (il I), 
(b) pdim T, 5 1. 
Then 0 + Ker RbF+ Db(Mod A) -% Db(Mod B) --) 0 is exact. 
Proof: Let T be a family of complexes x’: . . . +O + X” + . . . + 
x”-‘+X”+O+ . . . (for all m 5 n) E Kb( Mod A), where x” E F-rat A and 
Xi is direct sums of T (m < is n). It suffices to show that T satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 4.1. Since Ext>(T, T)=O (i>O) and pdim Ts 1, if X 
is generated by T, then Exti( T, X) = 0. The condition (b) implies the exis- 
tence of RbF. Since Db(Mod B) ‘v K-,“(Free B), given Y’ E D[“*“](Mod B), 
there exists T’ E KP(Sum T) such that FT’ % Y in Db(Mod B). Further- 
more, F(a , f T’ ) 5 C, ,(FT’) 3 FT’ (t < m - 1). Since Im d, is generated 
by T, 0, ,( T’) is in T. Then (c) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. Given 
X E D[“v”](Mod A), there exists I’ E Kc”‘,“+ “(F-rat A) such that X 2 I’ in 
Db( Mod A). For FI’, there exist T’ E KP(Sum T) and f: T’ + r in 
K-(Mod A) such that Ff is an isomorphism in D-(Mod B). Similarly, 
f=T’+o,,(T’)AI and Fg is an isomorphism in Db(Mod B) 
(t < m - 1). Then (a) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. Moreover, for every x’ and 
Y’ E D[“*“‘(Mod A), there exist T’ and T’E K-(Sum T) such that FT’ z X 
and FT” z Y’, and then 
Horn &Mod &(RhF(X’), RhF( y’)) z Hom&Mod B~(FT’, FT”). 
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Since FT’ and FT’ E D”‘‘-‘I+ “(Mod B), for t c m - 1, we have 
Horn.-,,,,,,,(FT’, az,(FT”)[i])=O (for all i), then 
Horn,- ,Mod B)(FT’, FT”) = Horn,- ,bIod Bj(FT’, o ,,(FT”)) 
z Horn.-,,,,.,(FT’, a,,(FT“)) 
and 
HomK-,Mod Bb (J’T’, 0 L AFT”)) 1 HomKbtMod Bj (0 >I- ,(FT’h a>,(FT”)) 
Hence we have 
z Horn K”( Mod .4, (u >rm~, T’, o>rT”). 
The condition (b) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A and B be semiprimary rings and 
F: Mod A + Mod B a left exact additive functor. Assume that R +‘bF has 
image in Db(Mod B) and that R +.‘F: Db(Mod A) +Db(Mod B) is a 
colocalization. Then there exists a right B-A-bimodule T such that: (a) 
Fz Hom,(T,?); (b) B1: End,(T); (c) Ext’,(T, T)=O (iz 1); (d) pdim T,, 
pdim.T< CD. Furthermore, R+qbF= RbF and LbG is the left adjoint of RbF, 
where G = ? me T. 
Proof There exists a left adjoint G of F such that 
L-*bG: D’(Mod B) + Db(Mod A) is the left adjoint of R+*bF, by [4, (3, 1) 
Lemma]. Let T := GB, then T is a B-A-bimodule such that 
F= Hom,4( T, ?) and G z ? Be T. Let J, and J, be jacobson radicals of A 
and B, respectively. Since R+.‘F has image in Db(Mod B), R+,bF(A/JA) is 
in Db(Mod A), and then there exists an integer n such that R’F(A/J,) E 
Exti( T, A/J,) = 0 (i > n). By [ 1, Proposition 73, pdim T, < eo. Similarly, 
pdim. T< co. Then R +.bF2: RbF and L-,bG Y LbG. Next, since RbF is a 
colocalization and since T z LbG(B), B z RbFo LbG( B) cz RbF( T), and T is 
Ker RbF-coclosed, by the dual of Lemma 2.2. Hence R’F( T) z 
Ext’,( T, T) = 0 (i # 0), and B 2 End.(B) 2 End,(T) as rings, by the dual of 
Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 4.4, Under the condition of Proposition 4.5, we have 
gl dim B 5 gl dim A + pdim, T. 
Proof Since LbG: Db(Mod B) -+ Db(Mod A) is fully faithful, for any 
B-modules M, N, we have 
Ext’,(M, NJ = HomnQMod s,(M, Nil) 
N Horn &Mod .4,WbWG LbG(WCil). 
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Let pdim, T := n, then LbG(M) and LbG(N) are in Dr-“.O1(Mod B). Hence 
we have Horn n ocM,,dA,(LbG(M), LbG(N)[i])=O for i>gldim A +n. 
5. APPLICATION TO FINITE DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we consider only the case of finite dimensional algebras 
over a fixed field k. Let D := Hom,(?, k), then D is a duality between 
mod A and A-mod, where A-mod is the category of finitely generated left 
A-modules. Then D induces the duality, which we use the symbol D, 
between D*(modA) and D#(A-mod), where (*, #)=(+, -), (-, +), 
or (b, b), by (DX)i = DX-‘, where X = (Xi, di). For a finite dimensional 
algebra A, we know that the Grothendieck group of mod A is isomorphic 
to a free abelian group which has the complete set of non-isomorphic 
indecomposable projective A-modules as a basis. We denote by Grot(A) 
the Grothendieck group of A, where A is an abelian category or a 
triangulated category. Here, we use Grot(mod A) 2: Grot(Db(mod A)) and 
Proposition of Grothendieck (see [7] for details). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let T be a finiteb generated right A-module such 
that: (a) Exti[T, T) = 0; (b) pdim TA 5 1. Then 0 + Ker RbF -+ 
Db(mod A) & Db(mod B) --) 0 is exact. 
ProoJ: It is trivial by Proposition 4.2. 
Remark. According to Bongartz’s lemma [3, 2.1 Lemma] and 
an equivalence of derived categories ([4, (2.1) Theorem] or [ 14, 
Theorem 4.1.1]), we get another proof of Proposition 5.1 by Theorem 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let ,4 and B be finite dimensional algebras, 
F: mod A + mod B a left exact additive jiinctor. Then R +.‘F has image in 
Db(mod B) and R+T~F’I Db(mod A) + Db(mod B) is a colocalization if and 
only if there exists a finitely generated B-A-bimodule T such that: 
(a) FZ Hom,(T, ?), 
(b) B v End,(T), 
(c) Ext>(T, T)=Ofor all i>O, 
(d) pdim T,, pdim, T< io. 
ProoJ By Proposition 4.3 and [4, (4.2)], it is clear. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Let 7~: A -+ C be a ring homomorphism between finite 
dimensional algebras, E := ? @<. C,d : mod C -+ mod A, and E’ := A C’oc ?: 
C-mod 4 A-mod. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) E: D (mod C) -+ D (mod A) has a left adjoint 6 such that 
{D-(mod C); G, E) is a localization of D ~ (mod A). 
(b) E: D +(mod C) + D ‘(mod A) has a right adjoint fi such that 
{D + (mod C); E, f’) is a cofocalization of D + (mod A). 
(c) E’: D- (C-mod) + Do-(A-mod) has a left adjoint 6’ such that 
{D-(C-mod); G’, E’) is a localization of D - (A-mod). 
(d) E’: D +(C-mod) + D+(A-mod) has a right adjoint E’ such that 
(D+(C-mod); E’, E’} . IS a colocalization of D + (A-mod). 
(e ) 7c is a ring epimorphism, and Tor^( C, C) = 0 for all i > 0. 
Moreover, in this case, Ext,(C,4, C,) = ExtA( A C, ,4 C) = 0 for all i > 0. 
Proof. It is well known that rr is a ring epimorphism if and only if the 
natural morphism CO4 C + C is an isomorphism as an C-C-bimodule 
morphism. If rc is a ring epimorphism, then the natural ring morphism 
C + End(C,) is an isomorphism (see [ 151). 
(e) a (a). Let G := ? @A C,, then G is the left adjoint of E. For 
X E D -(mod A), there exists a complex P’ E K (free A) such that x’ N P’ 
in D- (mod A). Given Y’ E D ~~ (mod C), we have 
z HomR-,mod JGP’, Y). 
Since E is exact and G is the left adjoint of E, GP’ is in K ~~ (proj C), where 
proj C is a category of finitely generated projective C-modules. Then we 
have 
Hom,-,,,dAJX',EY)= Hem,-,,,,,,.,tL-G(~), Y). 
And for Y’ E D - (mod C), there exists a complex Q’ E K- (free C) such that 
Y = Q’ in D -(mod C). Since C, is left G-acyclic and C Ba C = C, we have 
EoL--G(Y)‘)- EoG(Q’)=Q’. Hence EoL-G? lD-(modC). 
(a)=>(e). By the above, we have 6 ‘v L-G, where G = ?OA Cc. Then 
L ~ G 0 E(C) % C in D - (mod C), and hence the natural morphism 
COA C+C is an isomorphism and Tor”(C, C)=O for all i>O. 
(c)o (e). This is similar to (a) o (e). 
(a)o (d) and (b) o (c). Since DED 1 E’ and DE’D z E, they are 
trivial by the duality. Since Cs R+ Hom,(C,, ?) o E(C) and 
CrR+ Hom,(,C, ?)oE’(C) in D’(modC) and in D+(C-mod) by (b) 
and (d), respectively, we have Ext’,(C,, C,) = Ext’,( A C, AC) = 0 for all 
i> 0. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let n: A + C be a ring homomorphism between finite 
dimensional algebras, E := ? Qc C, : mod C -+ mod A, and E’ := A CQe ?: 
C-mod + A-mod. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) E: Db(mod C) -+ Db(mod A) has a right adjoint F such that 
‘Db(mod C); E, k=j l is a colocalization of D’(mod A). 
(b) E’: Db(C-mod) -+ Db(A-mod) has a [eft aa’joint G’ such that 
{ Db( C-mod); et, E ’ ) is a localization of Db( A-mod). 
(c) (i) The natural morphism C + End(C,d) is an isomorphism as a 
ring; (ii) pdim C, < w; and (iii) Ext>(C,, C,)=O.for all i>O. 
(d) (i) 7~ is a ring epimorphism; (ii) pdim C, < KI; and (iii) 
Torf(C, C)=Ofor alf i>O. 
Proof (a)o (b)o (d) and (a)*(c). They are trivial by Proposi- 
tion 5.3. 
(c) * (a). This is trivial by Proposition 5.2. 
For a finitely generated right A-module TA, let add T, be the full 
subcategory of mod A generated by direct summands of finite direct summs 
of T.d. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra, T a finitely 
generated right A-module, B := End( T,), and C := End( B T)OP. Assume that 
T satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) Ext:(T, T)=O (ill), 
(b) pdim TA < w, 
(c) there exists an exact sequence 0 -+ C + T, + T, + ... -+ T,, + 0 
in mod A. where all T, are in add T,. 
Then R+>bF has image in Db(mod B) and R+,‘F: Db(mod A) -+ Db(mod B) 
is a colocalization. In this case, B T is a left tilting B-module with finite 
projective dimension, in the sense of [ 111, and C satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 5.4. 
Proof First, it suflices to show that pdim .T< co. By the condi- 
tions (a) and (c), we have the following exact sequence in 
B-mod: 0 + Hom,( T,, T) + ... --t Hom,( T,, T) + Hom,(C, T) -+ 0. It is 
easy to see that B T is a direct summand of Hom,J(C, T), and that all 
Hom,(Ti, T) are left projective B-modules. Then pdim BTIn. Next, 
applying Hom,(?, T) to the above sequence, we get 
Hom,(Hom,(C, T), T) -+ Hom,(Hom,( T,, T), 7) -* -+ Hom,(Hom,(T,, T), T) 
o-c + T, - - T,-+ 0. 
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Then Exti(Hom,d(C, T), T) = 0, and Ext’,( T. T) =0 for all i> 0. By the 
condition (b), we have a projective resolution of T in mod A: 
0 + P,,, -+ . . ---t P, -+ PO + T ---) 0. Applying Hom,(?, T) to it, we get an 
exact sequence in B-mod: 
O-+ Hom,(T, T) + Hom,(P,, T) -+ Hom,4(P,, T) -+ ... -+ Hom,(P,,, T) +O, 
where B = Hom,( T, T) and all Hom,(P,, T) are in add T,. Hence BT is 
a left tilting B-module with finite projective dimension. Then it is easy 
to see that (Db(mod C); ?@, Cc., Rb Hom,(C,, ?)) is a colocalization of 
Db( mod A ). 
COROLLARY 5.6. Under the condition of Proposition 5.2, we have 
gl dim B _I gl dim A + pdim, T. 
Proof. It is trivial by Corollary 4.4. 
For a finitely generated A-module A4, let n(M) be a number of non- 
isomorphic indecomposable modules which are direct summands of M. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let T be a finitely generated right A-module such that: 
(a) Ext’,(T, T)=O (i>, 1); (b) pdim T,, pdim .T< m, where B=End,(T). 
Then we have n(T) 5 n(A). 
Proof According to Proposition 5.2, 0 -+ Ker RbF+ D’(mod A) -+ 
Db(mod B) +O is a colocalization. Then, by [7. Sect. 31, we have the 
following split exact sequence: 
0 + Grot(Ker RbF) + Grot(Db(mod A)) -+ Grot(D’(mod B)) + 0. 
Since Grot(Db(mod A)) c Grot(mod A) 2: ZntA’ and Grot(Db(mod B)) 1: 
Grot(mod B) = Zncr’, we have n(T) 5 n(A). 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let T be a finitely generated right A-module such that: 
(a) Ext’,( T, T) = 0 (i 2 1); (b) pdim T, < a; (c) there exists an exact 
sequence 0 + C -+ T, + T, -+ . . . -+ T, -+ 0 in mod A, with Ti E add T for all 
i, where C = Biend( T,4)0P. Then we have n(C) = n( B T) = n( T, ) 5 n(A). 
Cline, Parshall, and Scott studied relations between a derived category of 
modules of a ring and the one of its residue ring [ 12, Theorem 2.7; 
5, Sects. 1, 23. We consider relations between derived categories and 
idempotent ideals. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra, e an idempotent 
of A, I: mod AIAeA + mod A a natural inclusion, and Q: mod A -+ mod eAe 
a natural quotient. Then the following are equivalent. 
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(a) 0 --) Db(mod A/AeA) -% D6(mod A) Qh, D’(mod eAe) + 0 is 
exact. 
(b) Tor4(A/AeA, A/AeA)=Ofor all i>O. 
(c) Torf(AeA, AeA) = Ofor all i> 0, (ii) AeA OA AeA z AeA. 
Proof: (a) =z- (b). According to (a), Zb is fully faithful. Then 
Torf(A/AeA, A/AeA) = DExtf4(A/AeA,4, D(A/AeA),) 
z DHom @(mod AIAP.4jWAeAI QAIAeA )[il) 
= 0 for all i > 0. 
(b) * (a). By Proposition 5.3, Ib is fully faithful. According to [S, (1.3)], 
Db(mod A/AeA) ‘u Db mod a!ae,d(mod A). Then we are done by Theorem 3.2. 
(b) o (c). This is easy. 
Remark. As well as [12, Theorem 2.71, it is easy to see that 
0 + D-(mod A/AeA) -& D-(mod A) e, D-(mod eAe) -+ 0 is colocal- 
ization exact if and only if (i) TorFA’(Ae, eA) =0 for all i>O, and (ii) 
Ae OrAc eA = AeA. In this case, we have Torf(A/AeA, A/AeA) = 0 for all 
i>O. 
THEOREM 5.10. The following are equivalent. 
(a) 0 + Db(mod A/AeA) 2 Db(mod A) -& D’(mod eAe) + 0 is 
colocalization exact. 
(b) (i) TorA(A/AeA, A/AeA) =Ofor all i> 0, (ii) pdim A AeA < co. 
(c) (i) ExtL(AA/AeA, .A/AeA)=Ofor all i>O, (ii) pdim .AeA< co. 
(d) (i) Torf(AeA, AeA)=O for all i>O, (ii) AeA@,,, AeAr AeA, 
(iii) pdim A AeA < 0~). 
(e) (i) TorTA’(Ae, eA) =0 for all i>O, (ii) AeOCa, eA 2( AeA, (iii) 
pdim eACeA < co. 
Proof (a)o (b) o (c). According to Section 2, this is trivial by 
Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.9. 
(b) o (d). This is easy. 
(a) o (e). See [ 12, Theorem 2.71. 
COROLLARY 5.11. The following are equivalent. 
(a) 0 -+ Db(mod A/AeA) r”, Db(mod A) eb. D’(mod eAe) + 0 is 
bilocalization esvact (i.e., { Db(mod A/AeA), D”(mod A), Db(mod eAe) > is 
recollement. ) 
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(b) (i) Tor;“(A,‘Ae.4,AjAeA)=O for all i>O, (ii) pdim.AeA, 
pdim ,4erl .1 < ‘x. 
(c) (i) Ext;(A/AeA,d , .4/‘4eA,)=O for all i>O, (ii) pdim ,AeA, 
pdim .4eA,d < cc. 
(c’) (i) Ext’,(,A/AeA, ,,A/AeA)=O jbr all i>O, (ii) pdim AAeA, 
pdim AeA, < CD. 
(d) (i) Tor:( AeA, AeA) = 0 for all i> 0, (ii) AeA @.,, AeA 2: AeA, 
(iii) pdim A AeA, pdim AeA, -c 5’. 
(e) (i) Torf”‘(Ae, eA)=O for all i>O, (ii) Ae@,,,eA 2r AeA, (iii) 
pdim,,, eA, pdim Aer,4e < CG. 
Proof: By Theorem 5.10 and its dual, this is clear. 
Remark. (1) Under the condition of Proposition 5.2, global dimensions 
of A or B are not necessarily finite. Indeed, let A be a finite dimensional 
algebra over a field k with the following quiver with relations 
with 6 I2 u = a” = b n fi = fi 0 +y = 0. Then gl dim A = cc. Let T := 
Z(c) 0 (Z(c)/S(c)), where S(c) is a simple right A-module corresponding 
with a vertex c, and Z(c) is an injective hull of S(c). Then pdim T,, = 2 and 
ExtTd( T, T) = 0 for all i> 0. Next, B := End,( T) has a quiver with a 
relation: e -+ f 3 5 with {‘= 0. Then we have gl dim B = w  and 
pdim gT= 1. Hence Rb Hom,(T, ?): Db(mod A) --, @‘(mod B) is a colo- 
calization functor which has Lb(? Oe T) as a cosection functor. 
(2) The above example satisfies the conditions of Corollary 5.5. 
(3) Under the conditions of Proposition 5.2, when we know if Ker RbF is 
not zero, then Grot(Ker R’F) is not zero (for example, A is hereditary), 
@‘(mod A) is equivalent to @‘(mod B) if and only if n(T) = n(A). 
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